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Abstract: Cancer causes cell to split uncontrollably. Lung
Cancer results in rapid cell growth and division of such infected cell,
such growth of cells called tumor. Lung is the first organ where lung
tumor begins and can spread to lymph nodes and so on. Early
identification of lung cancer would facilitate in sparing a large no.
of lives. If we compare death rates in any cancer then lung cancer
has highest mortally rate. This article presents an automated webbased system for disease detection in lung using X-Ray images. To
identify disease in lung in X-ray images, as it provides detailed
picture and gives clear idea of lung in the body. For this project
dataset of chest x-ray was taken from Kaggle. Using Mobile Net
model we predicted the lung disease. Using this approach, we can
early detect the disease present in lung which causes lung cancer
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I.

X-ray scan images are the best method. Automated system
is the need in today’s world to help radiologist in
diagnosing more accurately. We have used MobileNet CNN
model to predict the disease in in the lungs over x-ray
images[4]. ‘JPEG’ images are taken from the dataset to
process the image. Our design is found to be 94% accurate.
II.

METHODOLOGY

INTRODUCTION

Lung cancer is the cause of majority of cancer related
deaths in both men and women. This is because there is no
significant signs or symptoms related to lung cancer during
its initial onset. This causes the detection of lung cancer
during its advanced phase. Even after diagnosis, the
survival rate is very less, thereby continuously increasing
the death rate year by year. So, it is very important to detect
or diagnose the lung cancer in early stages. Survival rate
can go up if we diagnose the lung cancer disease in early
stages. Early lung cancer detection has been accomplished
with the technological advancements with reduced cost[3].
Another cause of late detection is human error factor
because of which radiologist might misdiagnose lung
cancer to some other problem. As the treatment of cancer is
effective only in early stages. Among other types of cancer
disease Lung cancer has the second most death rate. So
even after it gets detected the chances of survival is very
less Early detection of cancer might increase the chances of
survival to 80%. There are various methods to detect lung
cancer. These are PET scan, MRI, CT scan and chest XRays.[1] To achieve method which are cost effective and
more reliable,

Fig. Block diagram of system.
A. MobileNet Model
We have used Mobile Net in our model. Mobile Nets are
CNN based models which works very well on low latency
and low power. Detection, Prediction, Classification,
embeddings, are also build using Mobile Net model. similar
to other large scale or heavy model used. Mobile Nets can be
used efficiently using TensorFlow [2]. Easy light weight
Deep Neural network is developed using depth wise
separable convolutions which is based on simple framework
of Mobile Net. Which basically means on each channel it
performs a single convolution rather than combining all
channels.
The job of the convolution layer was split into two
subtasks: 1) depth wise convolution 2) pointwise
convolution layer.
Depthwise Convolution - A depthwise convolution on
each input channel maps a single convolution separately.
Therefore, its number of output channel is the same of the
number of input channel. Its computational cost is Df² * M
* Dk².
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Pointwise Convolution - The last operation is a
pointwise convolution. It is a convolution with a kernel size
of 1x1 that simply combines the features that are created by
the depthwise convolution. Its computational cost is M * N
* Df².
The input shape of the image taken was (128,128,3) for
the same output shape is (None , 4 , 4 , 1024. ) Input shape
arguments are ‘batch size’, ‘Hight’, ‘Width’, ‘Depth’.
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B. Loading dataset –
For this project dataset was taken from the well-known
source of data “Kaggle”. The name of dataset was ‘Chest Xray’. This Dataset has 30,800 special patients with disease
labels, also 1,12,120 X-ray images. We can easily load the
dataset. The largest openly available dataset of chest X-ray
was ‘Openi’ image with 4143 images available.

X, target data train_y. Test set data was used to
validate the data. As per dataset, which we was divided
into X_test and y_test.
The model will go through the given data many no. of times
which is called as ‘epochs’. Model will be improved if we
run more no. of epochs. up to a certain point.

C. Data analysis, data processing –
Data processing such as standardized age in digital form per
year, age noise filtering, one hot attribute such as gender,
snapshot of the image as well as the specific type of illness
that the patient suffers. Analysis of data such as age,
gender, and photo-taking will affect the likelihood that a
patient will develop a specific disease. Image processing
such as resizing images to the same size, for black and
white or color images for parallel processing and
comparison. Loading of sample Image.

We have gotten to 94.00% accuracy on our validation set
after 8 rounds.(Epochs)
G. Using our model for predictions –
we use the predict function to predict the result.

As 1,12,120 images are available in the dataset out of
which 2250 are for training and random no of images are for
testing purpose. The shape of each image is 128x128.

III.

D. Building the model –
Here we have used Sequential model. This model is build
using sequential It helps us to create the model layer by
layer. Sigmoid is the activation function we have used for
the layer. Our first layer takes input shape(128x128), We
have used ‘Flatten layer’. Flatten works as a bridge between
the dense layer and convolution layer. As a output layer we
have used ‘Dense’ layer. In many neural networks ‘Dense’
layer is used as a standard layer.

The designed system was implemented as web-based
system software. The Mobile Net based on Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) has been implemented. To
understand the different lung disease the model has been
trained on training data. The final app was tested &
deployed over Heroku server with a web interface to upload
a new image for lung cancer disease detection. Dataset for
this project was taken from Kaggle (NIH X-Ray dataset).
Our system shows the disease detected on the web-based
system by our MobileNet CNN based system automatically
on X-ray. The result was generated in graphical format. We
have achieved 94% accuracy.

E. Compiling the Model –
Next step is to compile the model. Following three
parameters were used while Compiling the model.
‘optimizer’, ‘loss’ and ‘metrics’, learning rate was
controlled by the ‘optimizer’. In our model ‘adam’ was
used. In many cases ‘Adam’ is generally used. Throughout
the training The “adam” optimizer adjusts the learning rate.
We have used ‘binary_crossentropy’ for our loss function.
In multi-label problems, where at the same time, an
example can belong to multiple classes. The model decides
whether example belongs which class. To make things even
easier to interpret, to get the Validation accuracy rate on
training model we have used binary accuracy metric.

IV.

CONCLUSION

To detect the disease present in the Lung which causes
the cancer, in the lungs, we used Mobile Net model bases on
the CNN. To train the proposed and designed system input
taken as X-ray images of lung with different shape and size.
The designed system achieves 94% accuracy. It also detects
presence and absence of diseases in the lungs. In the
upcoming days the system will be trained with more
accurate data.

F. Training Model –
Next step is to train our model. Fit () function model was
used to train the model as follows - train data - train_
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Training the model using X-ray is prone to many
problems such as less availability of data, inaccurate
imaging etc. This can be reduced by the use of GAN
networks. The final aim is to develop a model to detect the
disease present in the lung with low cost using machine
learning.
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